
THE SUPPORTERS AND ADVERSARIES OF THE SCIENTIFIC

REVOLUTION AND ITS EFFECTS ON RELIGION

As a result of the scientific revolution, the Europeans started thinking about the (Newton, ) Religious belief, ultimately,
was not an obstacle for his scientific experiences. Thomas Paine was one of the supporters of this creed; bit different
way; was religion a strong adversary for science at that time?.

Diderot, D. New York. Those include creation ex nihilo, the Great Flood, a geocentric universe, and so on.
Therefore, the Puritan movement stimulated scientific innovation. All progress in science, whether ancient or
modern, came from ignoring or rejecting the idea of divine intervention. Paine, T. In truth, the mutual negation
between religion and science has been exaggerated and overemphasized; actually some might suggest that
there was even a positive relationship science and Puritanism. Hause, S. New York: International Publishers.
Newton, I. In each case, however, we have the setting forth or promulgation of divine rule for a certain domain
of application. In both cases, the main reason for opposition was placing people, whether church official or
common person, out of their comfort zone. You would have been an apostate, or burnt at the stake, had you
denied that faith. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. These movements and
tectonic changes undeniably caused many conflicts between science and religion, popes and philosophers, the
church and scientists, but it does not necessarily mean that there has been perennial hostility between science
and religion; their relation is much more complicated and debatable. Thomas Paine was one of the supporters
of this creed; he emphasized in The Age of Reason that he believes in God only, and nothing more. The
clockwork universe pp. Newton, who was a deeply religious man, was one of the key figures in the scientific
revolution; he had a great role in later success of the Royal Society, the president of which he also served as.
Another Carrier point: geometry was invented by polytheists ancient Greeks ; do we give polytheism credit for
geometry, then? The cathedrals themselves were designed to double up as astronomical observatories to allow
ever more accurate determination of the calendar. New York: Woodstock. Washington D. Early scientists
were Christians, at least in the west, because everyone was a Christian then. A History of Western Civilization
2nd ed. Collins, The Language of Science and Faith Inevitably accompanying these claims is the assertion that
because many early scientists e. In the same way, Friedrich Wilhelm I of Prussia adopted the policy of
religious tolerance too; many people who had been persecuted before were welcomed in Prussia. Religion has
of course also repressed the search for knowledge. Christians envisage God as upholding the natural order
from beyond the universe, while physicists think of their laws as inhabiting an abstract transcendent realm of
perfect mathematical relationships.


